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such sophisticated stuff as the Morning Show and
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I .1 JL0!" apprentices in Israel television and by The moon ascent reminds one of the famous Peretz

Se rtffrMUi? ; story told many times and elaborated upon in countless
of beginning have been enormous and sermons.

I !,"'ed- fre was e lssue of wage differentials between The story is about the Chasidic rebbe who disappear- -
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a rsaaa1- ere stiH remains the ed on a holyday, occasioning his disciples to claim thai

I If attracting good people from abroad on sal- - he soars up to heaven on that occasion. A skeptical

I arlehS hard! comPetitive with what these people can earn Litvak trails the rabbi once and discovers that the rabbi
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I I am deeply interested in the welfare and growth of and disease in the world. The answer to cancer woulc
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